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Exchange programmes 2020/21  –  Information regarding course recognition 
 

General 
Students interested in going abroad should retain the 15 ECTS Alternative Extensions (Alternative 
Erweiterungen) open.  

Courses should be selected from the second and third year of the host university's programme.  

UK / Irland: courses should preferably be chosen from Year Two and Year Three. 
USA, Canada and Australia: Choose high-level undergraduate courses. 

Continental Europe: you may choose from the BA programme, and if interested, also MA courses.  

Details and specific Module courses 
We expect our BA nominees to have completed the STEOP, Module 2 (ILSS1 and ILLS2), parts of Modules 
3 (LIU1) and 4 (PPOCS1) and have passed a number of the lecture courses and Proseminars in Modules 5, 
7 and 8.  

Modules 3 and 4 (Language) LIU2 can often be recognised, but EPCO and PPOCS2 are rather 
specific courses and there is no guarantee that similar courses 
are available at the host university.  

LINGUISTICS courses 
(Modules 5 and 6) 

Proseminar Linguistics 2, History of English, ISL2 (if at least 60 % 
of content correspond); PS Linguistics 1 -> Vienna 

LITERATURE and CULTURAL STUDIES 
(Modules 7 to 10) 

Easily replaceable are Culture, Society and the Media, Critical 
Media Analysis, sometimes the Surveys and Introduction to 
Cultural Theories, Critical Readings in Literature, and the 
Proseminar (Literary/Cultural)  

Alternative Erweiterungen(15 ECTS)  Can always be recognised 

Extension Curricula (Erweiterungscurricula). Students can no longer be nominated for an exchange 
under an Extension Curriculum. BUT: under the condition that you are able to complete the minimum 
number of recognised ECTS from your main BA programme, it is possible for you to collect additional 
ECTS for your Extension Curriculum. Their recognition will be the responsibility of the SPL offering this 
EC. 

Example:  Your study programme is BA English and American Studies plus EC History (30 ECTS). You have been 
nominated for a 9-month Erasmus stay by us. (At least) 27 ECTS will be recognised for your BA (including Alt. 
Erweiterungen); if you can take history courses as well, they may be recognised by the History SPL for your EC.  

Further Comments:  

Splitting up bigger courses / combining small courses:  

∗ Courses at host universities are often bigger than in Vienna (10 or even 15 ECTS). Splitting the 
recognition is possible if the content allows it. Courses in the USA, in Canada or in Australia are 
usually  transferred as having 7.5 ECTS / 3 semester hours, sometimes more.  

∗ Smaller courses can be combined to replace ONE Vienna  5 credit / two-hour course (e.g. Malta). 
The BA paper (BA Seminar courses) always has to be completed in Vienna. 

!! At the department of English, Mag. M. Wittmann is responsible for all questions relation to 
recognitions within exchange programmes: 

Email monika.wittmann@univie.ac.at    ●    http://anglistik.univie.ac.at/home/staff-members/wittmann/  
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